
 

FREE STANDARD INSTALLATION OFFER: TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

1. The ‘free standard installation’ promotion is available to Stoke Melbourne/Sydney/Adelaide customers only, 
within a 100km store radius.  

2. The promotional offer is valid for MODE and Escea gas fireplace installations only. 
3. ‘Free Standard Installation’ is for an installation up to the value of AU$1,540.00 with the following inclusions: 

- Standard Delivery of gas fireplace to site 
- Setting unit into position  
- Connecting gas fireplace to gas point in location 
- Connecting gas fireplace to power in location  
- Connecting gas fireplace to data in location  
- Cutting standard penetration for flues to run through   
- Running flues vertically or horizontally up to 4m to atmosphere 
- Flashing flue termination  
- Setting gas pressures 
- Setting up fuel bed and fascia 
- Setup of remote control  
- Commission and testing  
- Removal of all rubbish from site 

4. The offer has the following exclusions: 
- Building frame work for fireplace to sit in 
- Cladding, sheeting, plastering and painting  
- Core holes for flue penetrations 
- Double storey installs or extended flue runs over 4m  
- Running gas, power or data into location of the fireplace 
- Installing gas meter or running gas off the street 
- Installing LPG cylinders  
- Soaker Flashings 
- Heavy lifting equipment e.g. crane, cherry picker 

5. ‘Standard Installation’ also requires the following prior to installation: 
- Gas # 19 ½ male fitting bottom right hand-side facing fireplace 
- Male Data point bottom right hand side of fireplace, to control fireplace by smartphone 
- Electrical 10 Amp surface socket located bottom right hand side of fireplace opening with external 

isolation switch 
- Solid level base to be constructed by builder for fireplace to finish at desired height off finished floor 

level 
6. The above exclusions can be quoted and paid for above the cost of the “standard installation.” 
7. By purchasing during the promotion period, the customer will be deemed to have accepted these terms and 

conditions and be bound by them. 
8. The promotion time period runs from midnight 11/09/2023 until midnight 30/09/2023. 
9. The sale must be paid in full by 12pm on the 10th October 2023 in order to qualify.  
10. Employee sales and showhome sales are excluded from this promotion.  
11. Offer is not valid with any other existing discounted quotations.  

 


